
Winning in Hull

In Hull last May we confounded expectations and swelled our councillor
numbers on the Guildhall benches from 17 to 24 – winning seats off Labour
heavy-weights right across our City.
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Brexit latest

Westminster is in a strange state of lassitude.  We know there is a massive
Brexit storm ahead; but nothing much is happening.  Theresa May’s statement
to the Commons yesterday was largely an exercise in repetition, including the
ludicrous assertion that we might ‘accidentally’ leave the European Union
without a deal.

Corbyn seems comfortable with Brexit, but a Brexit without his
fingerprints on it.

In truth, the Government is ‘counting down the clock’ to March 29th in the
hope that everyone will jump into line, behind the May deal, when no
alternative is in prospect.  Jeremy Corbyn seems comfortable with this
outcome: Brexit, but one which doesn’t have his fingerprints on it.

I took advantage of inactivity in Westminster to pay a visit to the Lake
District: Tim Farron’s constituency.  He arranged for me to meet the local
Chamber of Commerce which turned out in force.  I was prepared to walk
carefully on eggshells in a divided community and expected Brexit fatigue.  I
needn’t have worried; business was engaged, worried and angry at the
Government and urging me to be (even) more militantly Remain!

At the weekend, I was committed to speak at a People’s Vote rally and march
at the other end of the country in Winchester.  Any worries about flagging
enthusiasm were misplaced –  turn out and commitment exceeded the
expectations of even the most optimistic of the organisers.

I think the Westminster bubble may be missing something here.  As Brexit
approaches, out in the country people are swinging behind Remain and demands
for a referendum. Polls reinforce anecdote.
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This time, Lib Dems find themselves on the right side of public opinion. 
Having spent the best part of nine years battling against political headwinds
we are beginning to feel the wind behind us.

In other news

I am trying to build up a political conversation around subjects other than
Brexit.  I managed to obtain a long debate in Westminster Hall about Special
Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) and the funding problems it
presents for local councils. 

The dilemmas are acute. There is a rapidly rising demand for special teaching
provision for conditions like autism and ADHD as well as physical handicaps
from parents who, quite rightly, want the best for their children and are
entitled in law to demand it.

But the level of government grant funding is growing more slowly than the
demand – so councils are being put in the invidious position of rationing
SEND provision (which usually means parents having to go to tribunals which
are expensive and exhausting) or raiding ordinary school budgets or piling up
bigger and bigger deficits. 

There is no end to austerity – just a continuing battle over demand
for services and too little money to deliver them

My own local council in Liberal Democrat controlled Richmond faces a
financial crisis over SEND provision.  In many ways this issue illustrates
the uncomfortable truths behind the Government’s proclaimed ‘end of
austerity’.  There is nothing of the kind; just a continuing battle over too
much demand for services we all agree are needed and too little money to
deliver them.
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The government needs to act on female
genital mutilation

Last week a Private Members’ Bill aimed at protecting young girls from female
genital mutilation was brought to the Commons.

The bill would clear up a loophole in the law. Currently, female genital
mutilation doesn’t count as one of the conditions for a temporary care order
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to be issued. This means it’s harder to get at-risk girls away from families
looking to mutilate their own children. 
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Two big wins ����

Tomorrow sees two parliamentary bills become law.

Two bills that the Liberal Democrats have been fighting on, to improve the
lives of those living in Britain.
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Another Corbyn Brexit Betrayal

Despite telling Labour conference he would pursue a People’s Vote if he could
not secure a General Election, Jeremy Corbyn is now offering support for
Theresa May’s Brexit.

His support is coming at the cost of people’s jobs, our NHS and the
environment – he’s just missing in action. We’ve had enough.
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